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in the 1970s and 1980s, when i was growing up and learned about fascism from the mainstream political and military leaders as well as the writers of fascist literature, i was taught to see fascism as a mass movement for the working class and middle class. when i was not studying fascism in
school and in our local community groups like the royal order of christ, i was studying the classic works of fascist writers like benito mussolini and julius evola. i learned that while fascism was essentially an italian phenomenon, [12] it spread into the german and british elite as a reaction to liberal

and christian ideas. i learned that while fascism is a leftist and conservative political movement, "fascism is a feudal and caste-based society, not a revolutionary one. it has no animating passion for the proletariat; it is a 'chauvinistic reaction against the workers movement, fascism is just a
'bourgeois-fascist' movement within the middle class." [4] i was taught that fascism was in essence a reaction to a christian civilization, an idea i then personally believed but never actually tested out. nicholas oresme, an influential 14th century philosopher and writer, wrote in his book, the guide
to the perfect state, about a society he called an endogamy centered commune. the goal of the endogamy centered commune is a just and orderly society that eradicates all crime, all disease, and all injustice. the endogamy centered commune is a caste system; a society that includes a darkling

order of priests, a warrior order of knights, a merchant order of artisans, and a white order of tillers. the peasants, the serfs and the non-combatants occupy the lowest caste in this caste system.
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italy and spain proved to be the only two success stories of the 1920s, though another was working behind the scenes in hungary. in 1920, he declared a single-party state, with himself as premier; he rewrote the constitution to make the office of premier a lifetime job; and he created new
institutions of secret police and propaganda. these political institutions were modeled on the state security service (sd in german) of the nazi party, as well as the sicherheitsdienst of the imperial german army. after the outbreak of the spanish civil war in 1936, two openly fascist paramilitary

groups were created to help the falange , a spanish nationalist political party dedicated to overthrow the government of the second spanish republic. christian dior turned the practice of femininity on its head, so that women of all classes could dress as they pleased, and rapidly became one of the
most influential fashion designers of the age. dior understood, as did the fascists, that women could become potent political machines, both to garner the allegiance of supporters and to set the national agenda. women could generate both economic power and emotional attachment; as such, dior

would never abandon the streets of the bourgeois and poor areas of paris, which were hotbeds of socialist activity in the early 20s, to return to his industry-driven fashion house. rather than co-opt the movement, dior sought to align with the socialist movement in order to accomplish his own
political ends in a historically unique way. he did so by creating a magazine, décile qui vaut mieux , that mixed fashionable clothes with strong political messages. the magazine was supported by the government, but had a credibility gap with both the left and the right, which proved very effective

in attracting supporters. 5ec8ef588b
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